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Objectives: Contractile function in the normally perfused infarct borderzone (BZ) is
depressed. However, the impact of reduced BZ contractility on left ventricular (LV) pump
function is unknown. As a consequence, there have been no therapies specifically designed
to improve BZ contractility. We tested the hypothesis that an improvement in borderzone
contractility will improve LV pump function. Methods: From a previously reported study,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images with non-invasive tags were used to calculate
3D myocardial strain in five sheep 16 weeks after anteroapical myocardial infarction. Animal-
specific finite element (FE) models were created using MRI data and LV pressure obtained
at early diastolic filling. Analysis of borderzone function using those FE models has been
previously reported. Chamber stiffness, pump function (Starling’s law) and stress in the
fiber, cross fiber, and circumferential directions were calculated. Animal-specific FE models
were performed for three cases: (a) impaired BZ contractility (INJURED); (b) BZ-contractility
fully restored (100% BZ IMPROVEMENT); or (c) BZ-contractility partially restored (50% BZ
IMPROVEMENT). Results: 100% BZ IMPROVEMENT and 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT both
caused an upward shift in the Starling relationship, resulting in a large (36 and 26%) increase
in stroke volume at LVPED = 20 mmHg (8.0 ml, p < 0.001). Moreover, there were a leftward
shift in the end-systolic pressure volume relationship, resulting in a 7 and 5% increase in
LVPES at 110 mmHg (7.7 ml, p < 0.005). It showed that even 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT was
sufficient to drive much of the calculated increase in function. Conclusion: Improved bor-
derzone contractility has a beneficial effect on LV pump function. Partial improvement of
borderzone contractility was sufficient to drive much of the calculated increase in function.
Therapies specifically designed to improve borderzone contractility should be developed.
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INTRODUCTION
It has been known since the mid 1980s that systolic shortening and
wall thickening are depressed in the non-ischemic infarct border-
zone (Homans et al., 1985). More recently, Jackson et al. (2002)
described infarct extension after anteroapical myocardial infarc-
tion in sheep, which surprisingly, occurs in the face of normal
borderzone (BZ) blood flow.

It was initially thought that reduced borderzone shorten-
ing was due to mechanical tethering (high systolic stress) by
the infarct (Kramer et al., 1996). To better clarify the cause,
we previously created a finite element (FE) model of the left
ventricle (LV) that was based on magnetic resonance imag-
ing (MRI) data obtained after anteroapical MI in sheep (Guc-
cione et al., 2001; Walker et al., 2005). Model output was
optimized by comparing strain predicted by the model with
strain measured using MRI. Surprisingly, the FE simulations
showed that BZ contractility was significantly depressed by

50% compared to the remote uninfarcted myocardium (Guc-
cione et al., 2001). It is therefore logical to consider BZ-
contractility improvement as a potential therapy for LV dysfunc-
tion after MI.

In part because the cause of depressed function in the normally
perfused infarct borderzone is unclear, there have been no thera-
pies specifically designed to improve borderzone contractility. We
therefore tested the hypothesis that an improvement in borderzone
contractility will improve LV pump function.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
This work used previously reported five animal-specific FE mod-
els of ovine LV with an anteroapical infarct (Walker et al.,
2005; Sun et al., 2009). The LV wall in each FE model was
divided into four regions: remote myocardium with normal pas-
sive myocardium properties, the borderzone which was broken
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into two regions near and far from the infarct with normal
passive myocardium properties, but reduced active contraction
and the dyskinetic infarct with increased stiffness and no active
contraction (Figure 1). Each FE model has three transmural
layers and has 2496 elements. Note that the two BZs have dif-
ferent myofiber contractilities but identical passive wall stiff-
ness. The previously determined regional in vivo myofiber con-
tractilities were used in this work as the baseline case (Sun
et al., 2010). The parameters (passive stiffness C and active
contraction T max) used in this study are listed in Tables 1
and 2.

In order to investigate the impact of BZ-contractility improve-
ment on LV pump function, we numerically increased the BZ
contractility, T max, as follows:

T BZ
max

∣∣∣
Ehd

= T BZ
max + P% ×

(
T RE

max − T BZ
max

)
(1)

where T BZ
max and T RE

max are the baseline contractilities of the BZs

and the Remote region, T BZ
max

∣∣∣∣
Ehd

is the new BZ contractility

after virtual contractility enhancement, and is the percentage of
enhancement. We investigated four different levels of enhance-
ment, namely 25, 50, 75, and 100%. The baseline case would be
named as the INJURED and the virtual enhancement cases would

be named as P% BZ IMPROVEMENT. The pressure loading con-
ditions for the BASELINE models were experimentally determined
and the BZ IMPROVEMENT cases were kept the same as the
BASELINE case.

DATA ANALYSIS
Calculation of end-systolic pressure–volume relationships
End-systolic solutions were obtained at ranges of end-diastolic
(from 0 to 17 mmHg) and end-systolic (from 10 to 90 mmHg)
chamber pressures. The LVPES and LVVES, determined from the
FE model were fit to a linear equation by means of least square
regression analysis (Kleinbaum et al., 1988),

LVPES = EES(LVVES − V0) (2)

where V0 is the volume intercept and EES is the slope of the LV
elastance.

The diastolic pressure volume relationship was assumed to be
unchanged.

Calculation of stroke volume/LVPED (Starling) relationship
For each level of passive constraint, the stroke volume (SV) versus
the LVPED (Starling) relationship was calculated from diastolic and
systolic pressure–volume regression. SV for each level of preload

FIGURE 1 | Finite element model of the LV with anteroapical MI. Animal-specific contours were generated from MRI (A). Solid mesh (B) was broken into
four regions (green = remote, brown and red = borderzone, and blue = infarct).

Table 1 |T max values used for the baseline case and the borderzone contractility enhancement cases.

Baseline 25% BZ improvement 50% BZ improvement 75% BZ improvement 100% BZ improvement

Remote (kPa) 434.9 ± 413 434.9 ± 413 434.9 ± 413 434.9 ± 413 434.9 ± 413

Borderzone 2 (kPa) 95.9 ± 36 180.6 ± 127.1 265.4 ± 222 350.2 ± 317 434.9 ± 413

Borderzone 1 (kPa) 59.3 ± 41 153.2 ± 122.7 247.1 ± 218 341.0 ± 315 434.9 ± 413
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Table 2 | Passive material property (C ) values used for all cases.

C (kPa)

Remote 0.946 ± 0.35

Borderzone 1 0.946 ± 0.35

Borderzone 2 0.946 ± 0.35

Infarct 9.46 ± 3.5

was calculated according to the following equation (Sunagawa
et al., 1983):

SV = LVVED − V0

1 + EA/EES
(3)

where SV is the stroke volume, LVVED is the LV volume at the end
diastole, V0 is the volume axis intercept of end-systolic elastance,
and EES is the slope of end-systolic elastance shown in Eq. 1. The
arterial elastance, EA, was fixed for each sheep and was experi-
mentally determined as the ratio of end-systolic pressure to SV
(Sunagawa et al., 1985).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
All values are expressed as mean ± SD and compared by repeated
measures regression analysis using a mixed model to test for both
fixed and random effects (Systat Software, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
The effect of borderzone contractility was treated as a fixed effect.
The enhanced borderzone contractility state was assumed to be a
repeated event and individual animals treated as a random effect.
Significance was set at p less than 0.05.

RESULTS
The principal finding of this study is that an increase in bor-
derzone contractility has a substantial beneficial effect on LV
pump function. Even partial increase in borderzone contractil-
ity was sufficient to drive much of the calculated increase in
function.

The reliability of the FE model’s predictions was tested with a
mesh convergence study to find the minimum number of elements
needed to produce accurate results within the fastest computation
time. The mesh convergence study determined that 2496 elements
is required and further mesh refinement only results in a 1%
change in strain prediction.

MIDWALL FIBER STRAIN AND STRESS BY REGIONS AT END SYSTOLE
Figure 2 shows end-systolic myofiber strain (Figure 2A) and stress
(Figure 2B) by regions (infarct, border zone 1, border zone 2,
and remote) at POST MI, and after four different levels of BZ
IMPROVEMENT (namely 25, 50, 75, and 100%). Strain in the
remote region was not changed after BZ-contractility improve-
ment. Strain in BZ 1 was significantly reduced after 25% or more
BZ IMPROVEMENT. Strain in BZ 2 was significantly reduced after
75% or more BZ improvement.

BZ IMPROVEMENT led to significantly higher midwall fiber
stress at end systole in BZ 1. The end-systolic midwall fiber
stress after 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT, for example, was 16.7%
higher than that of the baseline. Interestingly, both the 50 and

FIGURE 2 | Midwall fiber strain (A) and stress (B) by regions at end

systole before and after an increase of 50 and 100% in BZ contractility.

Data is presented as mean ± SD. *Signifies p < 0.05.

100% BZ IMPROVEMENTs led fiber stress to be higher in BZ
1 than in the remote. In our FEM, the amount of fiber stress
generated by myofiber contraction is determined by the contrac-
tility Tmax and sarcomere length. The higher fiber stress in BZ 1
indicates higher end-systole sarcomere length in BZ 1 than the
remote.

Figure 3 shows contours of myofiber stress at end systole
at POST MI (Figure 3A) and after 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT
(Figure 3B) and 100% BZ IMPROVEMENT (Figure 3C). These
Figures reveal that there exists regional difference of the impact of
borderzone contractility on myofiber stress.
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BORDERZONE CONTRACTILITY AND LV PUMP FUNCTION
Hundred percent BZ IMPROVEMENT shifted the end-systolic
pressure volume relationship (ESPVR) to the left by 7.7 ml at
110 mmHg (p < 0.001). Much of the beneficial effect was observed
with 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT which shifted the ESPVR to the
left by 5.67 ml at 110 mmHg (Figure 4A).

Post-MI ejection fraction for the INJURED group is 17.1%.
After 100% BZ IMPROVEMENT ejection fraction is 23.4%.
An appreciable increase in ejection fraction was observed with
only 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT where ejection fraction was
21.6%.

Hundred percent BZ IMPROVEMENT shifted the Starling
curve upward with an appreciable (36%; p < 0.001) increase in
SV of 6.8 ml at LVEDP = 20 mmHg. Similar to the effect on end-
systolic elastance, much of the effect was observed with only 50%
BZ IMPROVEMENT which increased SV 4.83 ml (p < 0.02) at
LVEDP = 20 mmHg (Figure 4B). Figure 5 demonstrates the non-
linear nature of the relationship between improvement in BZ
contractility and cardiac output. The SV improvement measured
at LVPED = 20 mmHg at 25 and 50% BZ IMPROVEMENT was
equivalent to 43 and 69% of the improvement seen at 100% BZ
IMPROVEMENT, respectively. The non-linear relationship was

FIGURE 3 |Typical end-systole myofiber stress distribution in a sheep

(corresponds to Figure 1) before (A) and after a 50% (B) and 100% (C)

increase in BZ contractility. Fringe levels are in units of

hPa = 0.1 kPa = 0.1 mN/mm2. Note the non-homogeneous BZ stress change
after a 50 and 100% increase in BZ-contractility compared with the depressed
BZ contractility.

FIGURE 4 | End-systolic pressure volume (A) and Starling relationships (B) before and after an increase 50 and 100% in BZ contractility. *Signifies
p < 0.001.
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FIGURE 5 | Stroke volume at LVPED = 10 and 20 mmHg varied when

BZ-contractility restored from 0 (INJURED) to 100% improvement.

apparently not sensitive to changes of LV end-diastolic pressure
(Figure 5).

DISCUSSION
The principal finding of this study is that normalization of bor-
derzone contractility, evenly partially, can significantly improve LV
pump function.

THE UTILITY OF VIRTUAL EXPERIMENTS
The current study demonstrates how FE simulations can be used
to predict the mechanical behavior of the heart under different
pathophysiologic conditions. For example, the current study sug-
gests that even partial recovery of BZ function can substantially
improve overall LV function. FE simulations, however, do not
obviate the need for subsequent animal and/or human experi-
ments designed to confirm the computer based results since there
are acute and chronic compensatory mechanisms that the mod-
els do not take into consideration. However, an investigator using
FE simulations can rapidly test a large number of potential inter-
ventions/therapies. In fact, it may be possible to use computer
based optimization algorithms to search for the optimal interven-
tions (Stander and Craig, 2002) such as the greatest LV wall stress
reduction or the largest increase in cardiac output. The investigator
would then conduct animal and human experiments specifically
targeted to test the findings of FE simulations. This approach has
the potential to be vastly more efficient and fewer animals and
human subjects would be needed to determine the effect of a
specific mechanical intervention.

IMPACT OF BZ-CONTRACTILITY IMPROVEMENT ON STRAIN AND
STRESS
It has been previously reported that myocyte stretch during con-
traction causes injury in skeletal muscles (Proske and Morgan,

2001). This mechanism could also play a role in the dysfunction
of borderzone myocytes. At the baseline (Figure 2A), the aver-
age strain of BZ 1 is very low (−0.005 ± 0.03, Mean ± SD) and
some myocytes in BZ 1 could be stretched during contraction.
Interestingly, when the borderzone contractility is increased by
25% toward the remote value, the systolic contractive strain in
BZ 1 increased (−0.05 ± 0.04). Further borderzone contractility
improvement to 50% toward the remote value leads to a BZ 1
strain of −0.06 ± 0.03. Such a finding suggests that borderzone
contractility improvement could potentially protect borderzone
myocytes from systolic stretching thus prevent further functional
reduction.

There exists a regional difference of the effect of BZ-
contractility improvement on wall stress. As seen in Figure 2B,
the wall stress in the remote region and BZ 2 (the borderzone far
from the infarct region) was not significantly altered after con-
tractility improvement. BZ 1 wall stress, however, was increased
after contractility improvement. The mechanical tethering effect
of the infarct region is probably partly responsible for the dif-
ference between BZ 1 and BZ 2. The indication of such regional
wall stress alteration on long term LV pump function is unclear
immediately and needs to be investigated through animal model
studies.

NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE IMPROVEMENTS OF LV
PUMP FUNCTION AND BZ CONTRACTILITY
Figure 5 showed that the percentage of LV pump function
improvement is non-linearly related to the percentage increase-
ment of BZ contractility. Such a non-linear effect is partly due to
the fact that the contractility improvement is restricted to the BZs
while the remote region contractility is intact. The non-linearity is
also partly due the non-linear relationship between active myocyte
tension development and sarcomere length. Fortunately, a larger
percentage of LV pump function improvement occurs at the lower
BZ-contractility improvement region. As seen in Figure 5, a 25%
improvement of BZ contractility is able to produce 43% of the
LV pump function improvement seen in the 100% contractil-
ity improvement case. Such a non-linear performance makes the
approach of BZ-contractility enhancement very attractive.

Potential borderzone contractility improvement therapies
Surgical ventricular remodeling. As above, borderzone dysfunc-
tion is probably initiated by stretch during contraction in the
borderzone myocardium. Since patch aneurysmorrhaphy reduces
stress in the borderzone surrounding an anteroapical myocar-
dial infarction, it was hoped that borderzone contractility would
improve after surgical ventricular remodeling (Sun et al., 2010).
However, we recently measured borderzone contractility after the
Dor procedure in sheep and found that it was not improved (Sun
et al., 2010). The amount of stress reduction was either not suffi-
cient or the myocardium was so damaged that it could not recover.

Passive constraint. Placement of an inextensible mesh around
the apex of the heart preserves the geometry and function of the
LV after acute anteroapical infarction (Kelley et al., 1999). In addi-
tion, application of the Acorn CorCap Cardiac Support Device
after MI reduces the amount of akinesis (Pilla et al., 2002) although
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significant remodeling still occurs. The effect of an inextensible on
borderzone contractility would be of significant interest.

Cell transplantation. Jameel et al. (2010) injected bone marrow
derived progenitor cells into the borderzone in pigs immediately
after anterior MI. There were no surviving transplanted cells
4 months after transplantation. However, a significant improve-
ment in ejection fraction that was seen early after transplan-
tation persisted to 4 months. Furthermore, the PCr/ATP ratio
was increased as much as 15% in the borderzone endocardium
(Jameel et al., 2010). The cause of this beneficial effect is unknown
but could be partly caused by improvement in borderzone
contractility.

Matrix metalloproteinase inhibition therapy. Extracellular
matrix degradation by matrix metalloproteinase (MMPs) is a
known factor leading to the LV remodeling after myocardial infarc-
tion. MMP inhibition has been shown to prevent LV dilatation in
mice and rabbits (Rohde et al., 1999; Lindsey et al., 2002). We
recently tested the hypothesis that MMP inhibition could slow
down the borderzone dysfunction after MI in a sheep model. Pre-
liminary results indicate that MMP inhibition with doxycycline

prevents borderzone myofiber contractility reduction after MI
(Khazalpour et al., 2011).

LIMITATIONS
There are a few limitations in this study. First, these FE models
have assumed that the contractility is homogeneous within the
pre-defined BZ, remote, and infarct regions. As a result, contrac-
tility changed abruptly at the infarction-BZ and the BZ-remote
boundaries. The second limitation is the absence of the RV in the
FE model and the future studies will need to include the RV in the
model.

CONCLUSION
Even partial improvement of borderzone contractility has a sub-
stantial beneficial effect on LV pump function. Therapies specif-
ically designed to improve borderzone contractility should be
developed.
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